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Collection of the Artist, Courtesy of
L.A. Louver, Venice, CA.

Charles Garabedian is not the most recent art phenom to graduate from UCLA (his MFA was in
1961). Born in Detroit in 1923 to Armenian immigrants, his mother died when he was two. He lived
in an orphanage until age nine, when his father was able to reunite the family on a chicken farm in
California. After graduating high school Garabedian, as a member of the "greatest generation,"
joined the Army Air Force and flew more than 30 bomber missions over Europe as a tail gunner in
a B24 Liberator. After the war he worked at various blue-collar jobs and went to college studying
literature and philosophy before graduating with a degree in history. He didn't touch an paint brush
until he was 31, and interestingly — given the often humorous nature of Garabedian's paintings —
his first art instructor was the seriously figurative artist Howard Warshaw.

"Charles Garabedian: A Retrospective" is at the Santa Barbara County Museum of Art and was organized by museum curator
Julie Joyce. The display of 61 paintings and drawings represents 45 years of work by this under-shown and much revered "artist's
artist." This is a must-see opportunity to witness how an undercurrent of the contemporary art scene in Los Angeles evolved into
its own unique and influential presence.
In the 1960s Garabedian was a member of the (not-as-famous-as-Ferus) Ceeje Gallery, which included artists such as Les Biller,
Judith Linhares, Roberto Chavez, Louis Lunetta and Ben Sakoguchi. It was a colorful, multicultural group of individualists, mostly
out of UCLA, whose work was generally figurative, pictorial and narrative. Writing for the Ceeje Revisited exhibition catalog in
1984, Dr. Susan C. Larsen described Ceeje as "A Warm Spot in the Cool Sixties." In another essay for the same exhibition (at the
Los Angeles Municipal Art Gallery) Fidel Danieli wrote: "If Ferus Gallery was the cutting edge of modernism, Ceeje was the
ragged edge." At the time figural, narrative work was marginalized as "conservative" and not considered relevant to the
"contemporary" art dialogue of the moment. Not willing to categorize himself or his colleagues, Garabedian termed them
"independents,"* and he has emerged as relevant and influential in today's more pluralistic art world because his uniquely
expressionistic works evolved around classic narratives that resonate with today's complexities.
Garabedian was already an established artist when a fellow Armenian observed that his works had a relationship — in line, color
and composition — to Armenian illustrated manuscripts. Garabedian recalls: "I just liked to look at them and could see very
interesting ways of composing and coloring ... I saw so much in these things that I couldn't look at any one of them without finding
in every bit of the rectangle some imaginative, creative thing ... and I thought that somehow there was an actual affinity there ... I
saw these people who were making these pictures very much like I was in that they had a certain sense of humor, a certain wit."*
His paintings are indeed infused with humor. Family Portrait (1964) shows a man, woman and child in a half-built Renaissance
styled framework. The child is inquisitive and the mother — who may be "showing" — keeps her fingers crossed while the man
(Garabedian) labors with a saw as he contemplates "family" dynamics.
Garabedian's way of rendering figures and settings has been described by multiple critics as "cartoon-inspired" or "cartoonish."
This certainly is evident in some early paintings. Adam and Eve (1974), an example of the artist's use of biblical narrative,
employs a suggestive Greek column to separate man and woman. Only their legs show (Eve wears polka-dot tights) because
their heads are "in the clouds."
In more recent works — especially those that reference classic literature — the figures are less cartoonish, though "stylized" and
whimsical: in Adam and Eve, Eve appears as temptress while a longhaired, blond Adam is depicted sheepishly mid-shrug.
The nature of Garabedian's figures is discussed in his 2003 interview with Anne Ayres for the Archives of American Art. They talk
about his series of nine paintings (1978-80) titled "Prehistoric Figure ... Garabedian considers them mislabeled. He explains that
he was trying to create "very sophisticated figures" that "could not think," so "precognitive" would be more fitting. Ayres describes
them as "balletic" — graceful and informed renderings of the human figure though simplified, expressive and painterly. These
works arrived at the beginning of the artist's engagement with classical narratives as metaphors around which he could muse.
Garabedian's paintings range widely — some are fairly flat and abstract displays of images and enigmatic shapes strewn across
the canvas. But most are clearly narrative landscapes with figures and architecture. A common subject that is evident in nearly all
of these paintings are his musings about male/female relations and the fallout of these two overly complicated genders living
together on earth. This is inherent in the "Adam and Eve" series, and we can also see this in others such as: Assassination
(1966) and Love, Death, and Gambling (1966), perhaps suggesting the complications of relationships; and certainly in Apollo and
Daphne, (2001 & 2009).
Likewise Garabedian's many acclaimed paintings based on The Iliad and The Odyssey portray conflict and may include women
with men among the casualties. These classical narratives boil down to combat over a woman, revenge and carnage, and finally
the quest of a hero trying to get home to his "true love." Garabedian effectively uses these classical narratives as framework for
his own musings about human endeavors. But it's probably a mistake to try to read Garabedian's paintings literally, because they
are musings and he is a "trickster," joker and master of visual non-sequiturs. Should you attempt to analyze he warns: "I am
going to trip you up."* While not didactic, Garabedian does have an over-arching desire to create meaning. Consider his
somewhat surprising quote: "Spiritual — I think this is what I look for to finish the painting."
Beauty is another aspiration that Garabedian achieves with color, scale and a refined sense of what is essential to expression.

Among several truly monumental works in this exhibition are the unquestionably beautiful and spiritual September Song (200104); and The Spring for Which I Longed, (2001-03) — the titles may or may not provide relevant insights. These are wonder-filled
paintings, epic in their ambition, gorgeous and truly awesome to behold. They are the heartfelt contemplations of a mature artist in
love with life and confident of his intuition.
*(Anne Ayres): "Oral history interview with Charles Garabedian, 2003, Aug. 21-22," Archives of American Art, Smithsonian
Institution.
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Exhibition runs through April 17, 2011 at Santa Barbara Museum of Art, Santa Barbara, CA, www.sbmuseart.org
- Noel Korten

MIKE KELLEY
Gagosian Gallery, Beverly Hills
YOU HAVE TO BE READY for almost anything when you enter a Mike Kelley show: a more or less
conventional gallery view of objects or documents; a maze, matrix or mosaic of seemingly found or
reconfigured objects; or an immersive multi-media experience of sculptural installations, with or
without video or performance. Kelley's show at the Gagosian Gallery in Beverly Hills — even more
expansive than its double-compound title — was all of these things, and what felt like a postmortem, too.
Mike Kelley,
Kandor10/Extracurricular Activity
Projective Reconstruction #34
Kandor12/Extracurricular Activity
Projective Reconstruction #35,
2011, installation view
© COURTESY GAGOSIAN
GALLERY AND KELLEY STUDIO.
PHOTO: FREDRIK NILSEN. © IS
KELLEY STUDIO.

For those unfamiliar with the Superman mythology, Kandor was the home city of the child Superman
and his parents, who the adult Superman rescued from the doomed planet Krypton and preserved in
miniaturized form in a vacuum bottle infused with an artificial atmosphere fed and refreshed by a
tank of compressed gases. The appeal of the motive (and its disparate comic-book renderings) to
Kelley is obvious: its trauma or projected traumas and implicit "repressions," nostalgia; the
uncertainty and ambiguity of memory, its corruption or adulteration, and its reconstruction,
reconfiguration or simply re-imagination; parallel to this, the corruption of empire and its residue; and
many opportunities for thematic cross-fertilization within this mesh of cultural and psychological
strands.

The first walk-through of almost any Mike Kelley show can feel a bit like a scavenger hunt. So it was at Gagosian, although
visitors to the gallery were made immediately aware of the show's immersive aspect as soon as they opened the gallery door to a
pinball cacophony of sound and stepped into the dimly lit gallery. A small pile of rolled-up rugs pushed against the rear panel of
one "room" of the main gallery was immediately followed by an archway through the panel revealing a shallow stage or platform
painted in camouflage swirls executed in a fire-color palette, with a mannequin standing just beyond it. In the meantime, giggles
and light screams pealed across the gallery spaces, overlaid with bells, chimes, hissing, rattling, and eerie echoes and
reverberations. At least one source appeared to be the video projection a few feet away. A shimmer of iridescent silk drapery
(also in a fiery palette) on a tall stand set off to an angle led the way to a pile of pillows and bolsters on which the viewer might
recline to take in the video.
The video performance was familiar Kelley territory in Greek (or maybe Roman or Oriental) geek guise — a college seraglio. This
was the Extracurricular Activity Projective Reconstruction #34 — a pair of companion skits in neat reversal ("The King and Us" /
"The Queens and Me"). In the first, a dark, modish lout in brown cloak and pink toga sulks and gnaws petulantly at a mutton leg
(or something) while his entourage of harem ladies recline about in silk and satin sarongs, tunics and veils, coyly competing for
the boy's attention. The boy alternately spurns, ignores, or rewards their attentions and ignites their rivalries. In the companion
skit, the boy — in the same costume, but clearly servile — enters with a flagon of wine or coffee to serve his "queens" and is
himself ignored or teased and mocked. A second monitor and seating between the rear gallery and the new main gallery south
facilitated viewing of the loopy skits. It's something of an homage to Jack Smith — with the set's bejeweled look and trays of
pearls, beads and trinkets flung about; but Kelley doesn't try to take it any further than his amateur cast can manage.
Before even arriving at the first and seemingly most important of the Kandor installations, it was impossible not to be distracted by
the lifelike mannequin in front of the platform (which figured as a set in the videos) — to all appearances of Colonel Sanders,
founder and eternal pitchman of the KFC chicken empire — inclined over a veiled lectern or pedestal, as if in readiness to pitch
his latest chicken recipe. Less clear was what Kelley was "pitching" here. "Kandor 10A" was enshrined in a grotto of what looked
like molded asphalt or volcanic residue (actually foam coated with Elastomer). Here, on another mound of "asphalt," a "city" of
pale yellow opalescent crystal "towers" (tinted urethane resin) clustered beneath a large glass dome connected to a tall lavender
compressed gas tank standing beside it — the whole reflected against a green metal "control panel" or prop cabinet. A pair of
male under-briefs appeared discarded to one side, introducing a suggestion of masturbatory fantasy.
In the rear gallery, "Kandor" exploded into a vari-colored "City 04" — a still more oriental-looking mass of crystal elements (in
resin) that from certain angles had the look of perfume bottles and cosmetic jars massed over a vanity table. A wooden stairway
wrapped around the "asphalt" mound to a platform that offered a better view of the emerald, ruby, topaz, sapphire, etc. "City."
Pretty — and prettier still when viewed from the clerestory window en route to the upper level gallery.
There were other objects — kitsch, generic and bejeweled — both in this gallery and upstairs, all seated on their asphalt
foam/Elastomer plinths; and many more iterations of the "Kandor" motive (or "Cities") in variously colored resins — that did little to
expand or elaborate its possible meanings. "Cat Head" looked like a found object — the sort of pail or container that might be
used by a child for Halloween treats — but there were also generic Florence flasks on the same mound. Lab equipment for the
clinical witch? Her dwarves — or gnomes — were obviously hard at some work in "Extracurricular Activity Projective
Reconstruction #35" — a purple-tinted photographic lenticular representation of which hung here. In the new south main gallery,
in the setting of their workshop, the "Dour Gnomes" could be viewed lumbering determinedly around a workbench — apparently
forging their own demise as well as Kandor's, which appeared ultimately to be vaporized in the video projection at the rear of the
set. A snake of flattened plush remnants of their bodies, or at least their gray suits and pointed hats, coiled around cases of
Corona beer in "Mexican Blind Cave Worm."
The kitsch and Kandors upstairs were eclipsed by "Odalisque" — what appeared to be an asphalt- (foam-) covered mummy, the
face hollowed out of its skull, with soot-drenched flowing hair resting on a divan or catafalque. A glass canister holding manacles
or restraints was visible at the foot of the divan.
Which brings us back to Colonel Sanders (which was not even on the gallery's checklist). His pedestal was actually a partially
veiled Plexiglas box — containing yet another set and figure — miniaturized, but recognizably Sigmund Freud. That pairing raises
questions about the uses of mythology — more specifically, mythologies of aspiration, their intersection with the algebra of need,

